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THE LAW OF ADAPTIVE RADIATION. 

HENRY FAIRFIELD ()SBORN. 

ONE of the essential features of divergent evolution as 
conceived in the branching system successively developed by 
Lamarck, Darwin, Huxley, and Cope has been termed by the 
writer " adaptive radiation." This term seems to express most 
clearly the idea of differentiation of habit in several directions 
from a primitive type, as shown in the accompanying diagrams. 
The law is a familiar one ; it results in the formation of analo- 
gous radii in different groups of animals. The first compre- 
hensive illustration of the law known to the writer is that 
under the headings " Homologous Groups " and " Heterology," 
in Cope's paper of i868 on the "Origin of Genera," reprinted 
in the Orzrin of the Fittest (pp. 95-io6). This brilliant essay 
is marred only by great confusion in the use of terms; but the 
parallelisms in unrelated groups of amphibians and of mam- 
mals such as marsupials and placentals, as first observed by 
Owen, are clearly brought out. 

In the present paper citations from earlier essays of my own 
may be given bearing upon gnci-erl adaplive radiation and the 
independent production of analogous radii under the convergent 
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principles of homoplasy, parallelism, and convergence, which, 
as shown in the last number of the 1Aitituoralisi, are by no 
means synonymous terms or identical processes. The alto- 
gether similar law of local (zlda(i7ve ira~iatzon or incipient diver- 
gence on a smaller scale in a single locality may now be more 
clearly developed. 

This idea of radiation becomes a means of interpretation, 
and a way of imagining the relations of extinct and living 
faunae. As perceived by Cope, it applies both on a small 
and on a vast scale. 

I. GENERAL RADIATION. 

In the " Rise of the Mammalia" ('93, PP. 30-3 3) the ancient 
Mesozoic (Meseutheria) and modern Cenozoic (Ceneutheria) 
differentiation of the placentals (Eutheria) was spoken of as 
follows 

The Puerco is essentially an archaic fauna, and is to be regarded as the 
climax of the first period of placental differentiation, a culmination of the 
first attempts of nature to establish insectivorous, carnivorous, and her- 
bivorous groups. These attempts began in the Cretaceous, and some of 
the types thus produced died out in the Puerco, some in the \Wasatch and 
Bridger; only a few flesh-eaters survive to the Miocene. It is most impor- 
tant to grasp clearly the idea of this fpuictional r-adiuzdiou in all directions 
of this old Puerco fauna, resulting in forms like the modern insectivores, 
rodents, bears, dogs and cats, monkeys, sloths, bunodont and selenodont 
ungulates, and lophodont ungulates. This was an independent radiation 
of placentals, like the Australian radiation of marsupials. 

Some of the least specialized spurs of this radiation appear to have sur- 
vived and become the centers of the second or mid-Tertiary radiation, from 
which our modern fauna has evolved. Yet we have not in a sill-le case 
succeeded in tracing the direct connection.1 To sum up, we find on the 
North American continent evidence of the rise and decline and disappear- 
ance of monotremes and marsupials, and two great periods of placental 
radiation, the u.tcienit radla/zio; beginning in the Mesozoic, reaching a 
climax in the Puerco and unknown post-Puerco, and sending its spurs 
into the higher Tertiary, and the moder-;i r(aiatioil reaching its climax in 
the Miocene, and sending clown to us our existing types. 

1 This statement has been modified by subsequent discovery. 
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In the " Origin of the Mammals'" ('99, p. 92) the idea was 
developed as follows: 

To guide our speculation in the unknown pre-Tertiary period, we may 
gather certain positive principles from the known evolution of the Tertiary 
Mammalia. First, we knowNr that adaSir'e iraliation, characteristic of all 
vertebrates, and beautifully illustrated among Reptilia, is in a very high 
degree distinctive of Mammalia, because of their superior plasticity. 

The focal-tyjes, or most primitive forms of the radiations, I-IV, wrqvei 

Ce/tl/ Smaell1, terr estral, claweud;, lnsectvorons or omniovoros forms s. 

It is noteworthy that in the evolution of each radiation, so far as we know 
at present, land types and organs are invariably primitive, and water types 
and organs are secondary, exactly as we find among the Reptilia. In fact, 
we have not found a single instance in which a mammal or reptile series 
is known to be transformed from a water into a land type; it is always the 
reverse. There is certainly no evidence for a cetoid (Albrecht) stem of 
the Mammals. Again, it is obvious that neither carnivorous nor herbivo- 
rous types with highly specialized or reduced teeth and feet can be so 
central as insectivorous anti omnivorous tyhies. In fact, the Insectivores 
among Placentals, and Opossums among Marsupials, are the only animals 
which have preserved the dental prototype close to that of the Promammal. 

The radiations spoken of in this essay were: 

I .l arisufiial Radlialtzon of Aiistraziza (Meteutheria). 

II. Ter-Hatia Placental Radiat-lionz of the i northern Iemisfiher-e, i.e., 
iXorthi Ailzeric.a, Asial, and Enzrope (Ceneutheria). 

III. Tertiaizy Placentlal Radiation of South Al mel-zcea (Ceneutheria). 

IV. CG-etaceous Placental Rvadi'ation0 oJ Iri/T1 A meti-Z (II eseutht eria). 

V. Jurassic Radlialtion of Placelta ls and supia ls. 

In a subsequent paper, "The Geological and Faunal Rela- 
tions of Europe and America during the Tertiary Period, and 
the Theory of the Successive Invasions of an African Fauna' 
(oo), the subject was further developed as follows: 

Now it is a well-known principle of zoological evolution that an isolated 
region, if large and sufficiently varied in its topography, soil, climate, and 
vegetation, will give rise to a diversified fauna according to the law of 
adaptive radiation from primitive andI central types. Branches will spring 
off in all directions to take advantage of every possible opportunity of 
securing food. The modifications which anim-ials undergo in this aclap- 
tive radiation are largely of mechanical nature, tlhey, are limited in number 
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and kind by hereditary, stirp, or germinal influences, and thus result in 
the independent evolution of similar types in widely separated regions 
under the la-w (o iaallelzisii or ho/iof/.zasy .1 

II. ADAPTIVE RADIATION Of ORDERS AND FAMILIES AS BEAR- 

ING ON GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. 

This law causes the independent origin not only of similar genera but 
of similar families and even of similar orders. Nature thus repeats herself 
on a vast scale, but the similarity is never complete or exact. When 
migrations are favored by over-population or geographical changes, a new 
and severe test of fitness arises by the mingling and competition of the 
parallel types. 

Under the operation of these laws a most interesting generalization or 
hypothesis can be made as to the three [zoological] realms: geographical 

4, 

InsIc/l ora, Cheieptera Cr 27arnivora 
eTllodontia, Rode, e:7 nionI 

, ~~~~~~Primates ~Me donta..~. v A 
, Amblypoda, Condylarth erassedaetyla, Ancy/opoda riodactyla 
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FIG. I. -Orders of mammals placed in their hypothetical chief centers of adaptive radiation 
during the Tertiary period. (From Osborii.) 

isolation has been so continuous and prolonged that great orders of mam- 
mals have been evolved . . . in each. Thus Ai-ctogwa, containing the 
broadest and most highly diversified land area, appears hypothetically as 
the center in which fourteen primitive and specialized orders radiated from 
each other. In the southern portion of Aeogcra at least four orders sprang 
from primitive members of the above orders, and the Hystricomorph 
rodents enjoyed their chief radiation. In IVotogcritc two orders were cut off 
by the sea; one of them a rapidly declining type, the Monotremes, the 
other, the Marsupials, enjoying a very highly diversified radiation. This 

1 At this time the distinction between homoplasy and parallelism was not 
appreciated by the writer. 
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hyrpothesis is expressed in Fig. III [Fig. i]. The other orders of mam- 
mals, the Sirenia probablyy a branclh of the hoofed trihe), took the rivers 
and coasts of America, Europe, and probably Africa as their radiating 
center, whl-ile the Cetacea occupied the fourth or oceanic realm. 

We mean to express by this hypothesis that RIEALAMS [Fig. 2] wvevtr Mic 

1hzazitn cetierlS (tf ailarii' /ziuiiil OJ oders dyJ m/J /i/Z//tiiS, hut b- n10 

ARCTIC 

17 EURASIATIC NORTH TEMPERATE NORTH AMERICA - 

(Palaearctic) (H'o Ic) (Nearctic) 

= /INDO;MALAYAN A7 
C T 

(Ethopian). . 

l iLAGA5Y N o-To G 0 A U 
AMERTCN 

SA ASlALIA (Ne tropi i) 

0 ANT RC C 

FIG. 2.- DiVisioll of thCe Wold illtO three realnis anti nine main geographical re-ions, The, 
continental platform is raised to the 20o Meter linIe Showin g tile imian Tertiary land Conne-c- 

tions. (Fronm ()sborni.) 

means the exclusive areas of distribution, for during the periods of land 
contact certain members of these orders found their way into adjacent 

realms. Each realm, therefore, contains its pure autochthonous types and 
its migrn-ant or derived types. REGIONS, on the other hand, may be dis- 

tinguished from realms as greographical and zoological areas, which have 
been isolated from each other for shorter periods, either hy climatic bal- 
riers, as in the case of the Arctic or circumpolar region, or- by great physi- 
cal barriers, such as masses of water and of desert sands. n1 certain cases 
these regions, such as Africa, appear to have been so large, distinct and 
isolated, as to have becomtie imlportant centers of the radiation. of certain 
oirdter-s of mammals and almost attain the rank of realms, hut reoniolls ill 
general are chiefly and pertnanetetly distinguished by the aieghii7'e r-ezei/ai/onz 
(ffuzwileis ofJ mamawlles. 

In this paper Africa was treated hypothetically as a great 
center of independent evolution and as the SOtlFCe of successive 
northward migrations of animals. This hypothesis has recently 
been confirmed by remarkable paleontological discoveries il 
northern Africa. This adds to the above list of five radiations 
a sixth, namely: 
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V I. African Radialitol of Plewc'u/als, chiefly Prohoscidea; Hyracoiclea; 
the families Antelopidxe, Giraffild, Hippopotamidxe, etc. 

I ~ ~ KrtCtt t<E S 

30rc4Xir nt e _l| 

-~Coatn 

3040 Meter line 

FIG. 3.- Resto-ation of Anitarctica, a hyl)othetical center of Tertiaty adaptive -adiatioit by ele- 
vation to the 3040 sounding line, showing old continental lies. (Fromo Osborn) 

III. THE LAW of LOCAL ADAPTIVE RADIATION AS EXHIBITED 

IN RELATED CONTEMPORANEOUS TYPES. 

As seen in operation among the ungulates the competition 
and range for food originates the lengthening of limb from 
slow-footed into cursorial types, and the lengthening of teeth 
from short-crowned (brachyoclont) into long-crowned (hypso- 
clont) types, and frequently the lengthening of skull from bra- 
chycephalic into dolichocephalic types (Osborn, '02a). 

The especial application to paleontology to be noted here is 
that as these types may have lived together or in proximity 
and resorted to the same water courses for drink, their fossilized 
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remains are often found together. Yet if we examine anal- 
ogous types living- to-day, we see that they do not frequent 
exactly the same feeding ranges nor do they subsist upon 
exactly the same food ; they thus (1o not compete. Good illus- 
trations of this local (rdaflzc'c razzlation aare seen in the distribu- 
tion in Africa of the closely allied square-lipped R/iiiocc;-os 

simus with hypsodont teeth, which lives upon grasses, and the 
more pointed-lipped R. NIcoruis with brachyodont teeth, which 
lives mainly upon shrubs. Both species belong to the same 
phylum of rhinoceroses. Among" fossil types closely related 
to the above we observe similar cases, such as the coexistence 
in the lower Pleistocene of the hypsoclont R. eianiquiiatis 

(woolly rhinoceros) and the brachyoclont R. l1cmit'zc/hus. 

If carried farther than in the above instances, we may be 
justified in placing these local adaptivzv iiliaztoi/ns in separate 
subfamilies, because in many cases they give rise to distinct 
and long-persistent collateral phyla. 

Examples of this kind are numerous among the ancient 
Perissodactyla or ungulates related to the horses, tapirs, and 
rhinoceroses, as seen below. 

I. STOIT'r-FoOTED, HEAVY- II. S 1. 1N I) DE- R - F O 'O i1 1), 
LIMBED PrINIxe . :L I G 11 T - L I AM B E I), 

CURSORIAI PHYLUM. 

Famusilies. Suliei/ s. Su'fani i//ct s. 

i. Pal.otrheriid-as Palmotheriinx B., (QIidi- 1Palaplothefiimte ('Middle 
cle Eocene to lower Eocene to Lower Hli- 

Oligocene) gocene) 
-. Titanotheriidm_ lPal-osyop)inax 2. (Mid- Telmatototheriiie ff.1 

cule Eocene to U paper (Middle Eocene to Up- 

Eocene) per E'ocene) 

3l 11yracodonticd. Hyrachyinxm . (Middle Trip)lopodim-e ii. (Middle 
to Upper Eocene) to Upper Locene) 

4. Lophiodlontidas Lophioclontinex I?. ('Mid- HIelaletinze B. (Eocene) 
dle to Upper Eocene) Colodontinax E. (Oligo- 

Celle) 

It will be observed at once that there is no inherent corre- 
lation. between lzraclodou/is anti bl'aclij podY, or lijpsodontz'ism1 

and dlolicluopod]l, or elongation of the feet, as we might have 
anticipated, although hypsodontism is gradually developed in 

1 1- brachyoCont; I1. = hypsoclont. 
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most long-footed series because subsistence upon grasses is 
associated with such conditions of life as are afforded by exten- 
sive open plains, long ranges for food, and rapid flight from 
enem ies. Again, as shown elsewhere, dolichocephaly and 
dolichopody, brachycephaly and brachypody are frequently but 
not invariably correlated. (See Osborn, '02a.) 

The value of this law of loca7l a(daptivt. -radiation. is especially 
great as a means of interpretation of the frequent contempora- 
neous existence or association of more primitive (brachyoclont) 
with more specialized (hypsoclont) types. Among Tertiary 
machberodont cats it is seen in the contemporary long-limbed 
Dinlictis and short-limbed HIlpiop/zqonczs. In fact, the associa- 
tion has been so often observed that if we find one phylum, we 
may almost anticipate or predict the discovery of the other. 

The law is made more clear by referring to the above table 
and the following explanation of it: (I) As compared with 
the Pakeotheriinre, the Palaplotheriinre are so long--footed that 
Huxley believed that they gave rise to the horse, and he actu- 
ally placed Paloplot/wricisum ;minus as the ancestor of the horse 
series. (2) The Telmatotheriinac are large animals also clis- 
tinguishecd by very long, slender limbs; they independently 
acquired horns, and the species T. coi-nutum was believed by 
Osborn to be ancestral to the titanotheres ; but as a matter of 
fact, as shown by Earle and Hatcher, this horn is a pure case 
of parallelism, since the titanotheres probably sprang from the 
short-skulled and relatively stout species, Pahoosyops 'niantco- 

Cer7as, a member of the Palreosyopinae. (3) The Triplopoclina 
present the most extreme instance of lig-ht-limbed develop- 
ment among the perissodactyl ungulates, since the limbs have 
the proportions of some of the most slender and swift- 
footed ruminant mammals, although these animals are found 
in the same beds with the correlated subfamily Hyrachyinu. 
(4) Among the Lophioclonticke, the Helaletime bring out with 
additional force the principle that this elongation of limb 
occurred at a very early geological period; because the first 
known member of this phylum appears way down in the Lower 
Eocene, WVasatch, or Suessonien beds, in the genus HeItod/on 

Cope, a remarkably light-limabed form, and it runs right throtug-h, 
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so far as we know, into the Oligocene genus Golodonz, the three- 
toed type with extraordinarily elongate digits. So far as we 
know, this light-limabed series is found both in America and 
Europe, while the heavy-limbecd Lophiocdontinme are found only 
in Europe. 

Since the above was written the titanotheres have been 
more carefully examined by the writer (Osborn, '02b), and, like 
the rhinoceroses, they are found to subdivide into four con- 
temporaneous phyla distinguished chiefly by clolichocephaly 
and brachycephaly and by relatively long and short limbs, 
thus affording- another conspicuous illustration of this lazW of 
l0oCci adaf/i' Ladia 0ion1. 

IV. RADIATION ANI) CORRELATION QF STRUCTURE. 

In the careful consideration of adaptive radiation from cer- 
tain stem types is to be found the true significance of Cuvier's 
iawe of cori-ela/zon as moclifleci by the - to hill - Unknown prin- 
ciple of evolution. Referring to the diagrams, Fig-. 4, two 
important principles are brought out : First, practically all the 
adaptations known among mammals have arisen by combi na- 
tions of divergence independently pursuecl in the limbs and 
teeth; for example, an herbivorous tooth type may combine 
with a terrestrial, arboreal, or volant limb type, accordino- as 
the search for plant food is on the earth, in the trees, or in 
the air. Although every imaginable combination (c.og., aquatic 
limbs, myrmecophagous dentition) cannot be realized, yet these 
combinations have been multiplied almost ad iJifnitum and 
constitute the fatal defect of Cuvier's law as he conceived it. 
As tested by a single case, the Eocene monkeys of the family 
Notharcticdke acquired teeth exactly homoplastic with those of 
Eocene horses, but the former were provided with arboreal, 
the latter with terrestrial, limb types. Second, correlation of 
limb and tooth structure in a given group is further condi- 
tioned by the particular combination and degree of specializa- 
tion of limbs and teeth which the radiation originates with. 
For example, the primitive placentals combined tritubercular 
insectivorous teeth with a generalized or probably terrestrial 
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type of feet ; the Australian marsupial radiation, on the other 
hand, began with a dental type similar to that of the placentals, 

LIMBS AND FEET 
VOLANNT 

FOSSC)RIAL 

ARBJOREAL 

Short-limbed, plantigracle, AXtIBU LATORY 
pentaclactyl, unlgUiCU- OR 

late Stem TERR ESTRIAL 

/\ 

N.ATATORIAL CURSOIRIAL 
Amphibious Digitigrade 

Aquatic Ug"Uligrade 

TEETH 

OMNIVOROUS Grass 
/ I :T~~~~erbJ 

I IIE i 13IVO(fUS 0 R O Shrub 
FishFri 

CAR-NIVO0ROUS Flesh J i 
carrion \ Roo t 

AiMRMECOVIIAGOU S 
1 )entition reduced 

Stem INSECTIVOR.OUS 

FIG. 4.-- Main lines of adaptive radiationo f (ii) limbs and feet, (i) tecth anioin nianimals. 

but, as Dollo and Bensley have shown, the foot type was of 

highly specialized arboreal character. 

These two fundamental exceptions make clear why it is 

ilmpossible, as many writers have observed, to reconstruct an 
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entire animal from either a claw or a tooth. Thus, while the 
law of correlation is no less dominant than Cuvier supposed, 
only a vestige is left of the mode of archetypal operation of 
the law as he conceived it. It may be now restated as fol- 
lows: Feet (correlated chiefly with limb and body structure) 
and teeth (correlated chiefly with skull and neck structure) 
diverge independently in adaptation respectively to securing 
and eating 'food under different conditions. Each evolves 
directly for its own mechanical functions or purposes, yet in 
such a manner that each subserves the other. 

Correlation is therefore not morphological, as Cuvier sup- 
posed, but physiological, function always preceding structure. 
It becomes closest where teeth and feet combine in the same 
function as in the prehensile canines and claws of the Felide, 
and most diverse where the functions are most diverse, as in 
the teeth and paddles of the Pinnipedia. 
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